Notice 04-001

It has come to the attention of the Foundation that some of the following FEBCO assemblies have been sold with a dimensional variation between the centerlines of the vertical inlet and vertical outlet. The assemblies affected include the following:

Reduced Pressure Principle Assemblies
Model 825YA  ¾”, 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”

This variation in “A” has been found to be up to 1/8” for the ¾”-1” sizes, and ¼” for the 1-1/2”-2” sizes. The variation in centerline dimension has not been found to affect the overall performance of the assembly, however, it has been reported as a significant problem when a change-out of the body occurs in the field. If the inlet and outlet piping is fixed, a body being replaced with a different end-to-end centerline dimension will not fit.

The subject assemblies affected with the longer centerline dimension have a serial number beginning with the letter “H” (i.e., Serial #Hxxxxx).

Should you have an assembly affected by this situation, please contact FEBCO at (559) 252-0791 for Foundation Approved replacement components.
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